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Abstract
We demonstrate that single-crystal hexagonal GaN can be grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition on an
aluminum oxide compound (AlO ) layer utilized as an intermediate layer between GaN and a Si(1 1 1) substrate. The
x
surface morphology of GaN grown on the AlO /Si(1 1 1) substrate is found to be very sensitive to both the GaN
x
buffer-layer thickness and the AlO thickness. Contact mode atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) observation indicates
x
that the AlO surface is composed of domain-like features with varying surface heights. A possible clue for a mechanism
x
by which single crystal GaN grows on AlO is discussed by comparing the domain-like surface features observed by
x
C-AFM. ( 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 81.15.Gh; 81.10.Bk; 81.05.Ea; 78.60.Hk; 81.65.Mq; 68.35.Bs
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Sapphire has been the substrate most commonly
used for growing III-nitrides and related alloys.
Relatively, few attempts have been made to utilize
Si as the substrate for III-nitride growth and, in
most of these cases, an intermediate buffer layer
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such as AlN [1], SiC [2] or nitridized GaAs [3]
was used. In addition to these buffer layer approaches, the concept of a compliant substrate
using a carbonized silicon-on-insulator substrate
has also been proposed and experimentally
explored [4,5]. In this paper, we propose and
demonstrate the use of an oxidized aluminum
arsenide (AlO ) layer as an intermediate layer to
x
grow single-crystal GaN on a Si substrate. We are
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motivated in this work to utilize the properties
of the AlO to realize a compliant substrate
x
when used in conjunction with the underlying Si
substrate.
The samples studied were prepared in the following way (also see Fig. 1). An AlAs layer and a GaAs
cap layer (300 A_ ) were grown (Fig. 1a) by atmospheric metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) on a chemically cleaned Si(1 1 1) substrate. Various AlAs-layer thicknesses were studied.
A specular GaAs/AlAs surface was routinely obtained by employing a two-step growth procedure.
Subsequently, the AlAs/GaAs layers were patterned and etched to expose the edges of the AlAs
layer which was selectively oxidized and converted
to AlO by heating in a water vapor/N ambient at
x
2
425°C for 1 h, then the GaAs cap layer was removed (Fig. 1b). A high temperature (&1000°C)
annealing was subsequently performed in O .
2
Finally GaN was grown (Fig. 1c) on the
AlO /Si(1 1 1) substrate (referred as AlO /Si(1 1 1)
x
x

Fig. 1. Sample preparation procedure.
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in this paper) by MOCVD using a multistep
growth approach [6].
As previously reported [7], single crystal X-ray
diffraction measurements (H—2H mode) indicates
that hexagonal single-crystal GaN is grown on
AlO /Si(1 1 1) under the specific growth conditions
x
used here, while GaN grown directly on Si(1 1 1)
results in polycrystal phase. It is also found that
AlO contains an amorphous/fine-grain phase [8].
x
Fig. 2a is a plan-view SEM image taken from
GaN/AlO /Si(1 1 1), showing an almost specular
x
surface with several hexagonal pits. In the crosssectional scanning electron microscope image
shown in Fig. 2b, the AlO intermediate layer can
x
be seen clearly between the GaN layer and the Si
substrate. In Fig. 2c it is evident that GaN is predominantly grown on the area covered by the AlO
x
layer.
Fig. 3 presents the cathodoluminescence (CL)
spectrum taken from GaN grown on AlO /
x
Si(1 1 1). In addition to the emissions commonly
seen, an additional broad-emission feature is seen,
appearing to contain at least three different emission peaks near 3.155 eV. The origin of the broad
emission is unknown. We speculate that it may be
related to a deep level created by oxygen penetrating from AlO layer [9] but further investigation
9
will be needed for positive identification.
The surface morphology is found to be very
sensitive to the low-temperature GaN buffer-layer
thickness (d
) grown on the AlO layer. The
"6&&%3
x
ratio of the smooth area to the total area, obtained

Fig. 2. SEM images of GaN grown on AlO /Si(1 1 1).
x
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Fig. 3. Cathodoluminescence spectrum of GaN/AlO /Si(1 1 1).
x

Fig. 5. P
is the sum of the segments (a , a ..) that composes
536/
1 2
the flat surface divided by the total length (L) measured in
cross-sectional SEM images. The nominal thickness of GaN
overlayer is &4 lm for 3 h growth. d
"500 A_ (d
is
"6&&%3
A-O9
variable) is fixed.

Fig. 4. Surface smoothness plotted as a function of d
. The
"6&&%3
nominal thickness of GaN overlayer is &4 lm for 3 h growth.
d
"2500 A_ is fixed (d
is variable).
A-O9
"6&&%3

by plan-view SEM, i.e. surface smoothness, is plotted as a function of d
in Fig. 4. The ratio
"6&&%3
increases rapidly as d
decreases. However, if no
"6&&%3
buffer layer is grown, randomly oriented crystallites
appear on the surface. The trend seen in Fig. 4
indicate the optimum d
in terms of the surface
"6&&%3
morphology will be in the range from 0 to 500 A_
(The insets are plan-view SEM images of GaN
grown for 3 hours with d
is (a) 2250 A_ and (b)
"6&&%3
500 A_ .)

The surface morphology is also found to be
strongly influenced by the AlO layer thickness
x
(d
) as shown in Fig. 5 in which P
a measure
A-O9
536/,
of surface smoothness (P
approaches 100% as
536/
a surface becomes smoother), is defined in the figure
caption. P
increases as d
decreases from
536/
A-O9
3500 A_ , peaking at around d
"1500 A_ , then
A-O9
drops rapidly (The insets are plan-view SEM images of GaN grown for 3 h with d
is (a) 500 A_
A-O9
and (b) 1500 A_ ).
In Fig. 6 a similar tendency that shows a peak at
around d
&2000 A_ is observed in the plot of
A-O9
the x-scan FWHM as a function of d
(NorA-O9
malized CL I line intensity is also plotted). The
2
minimum FWHM obtained by a double-crystal
X-ray diffraction u-scan is &980 arcsec. Although
this value is comparable to the numbers reported
for GaN grown directly on Si(1 1 1) [1,4], the factors contributing to our FWHM obtained on the
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Fig. 6. Normalized I line intensity and u-scan FWHM as
2
a function of AlO thickness (open square: normalized I line
x
2
intensity, open circle: u-scan FWHM)

line-and-space patterned GaN/AlO /Si, resulted
x
from the oxidation process, must be more complicated. The use of the patterned GaN/AlO strucx
ture may have resulted in slight variations in the
orientation of GaN grown on one pattern to another, which would cause an increased FWHM
value.
Generally, in highly mismatched heteroepitaxy
the macroscopic surface morphology and the uscan FWHM of an epitaxial layer are strongly
influenced by the degree of the structural defects in
the film. Thus, we believe that the similar tendency
observed in Figs. 5 and 6 is most likely to be tied
predominantly to the degree of structural defects in
the GaN, which is expected to vary with d
.
A-O9
Furthermore, inhomogeneous misfit strain accumulated in GaN, which is also expected to vary
with d
, may have partially contributed to the
A-O9
trend seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
We also examined the AlO surface by C-AFM.
x
Fig. 7 shows the AlO surface topography taken at
x
the different stages of the sample preparation prior
to the GaN buffer-layer growth. The as-formed
AlO surface appears to consist of sparsely packed
x
domain-like features (lateral scale of &3500 A_ )

Fig. 7. AFM images taken from (a) as-grown AlO layer and
x
(b) AlO layer after a high-temperature annealing followed by
x
a post growth annealing. The high-temperature annealing was
performed at 1000°C in O for 1 h and the post growth anneal2
ing was done at 1000°C in H for 1 h.
2

that have a distribution of heights resulting in an
r.m.s. roughness of 102 A_ (see the corresponding
histogram in (c)). As shown in (b), the lateral size of
the domain-like feature increases (&7000A_ ) upon
annealing, resulting in a smoother surface (r.m.s.
roughness of 56 A_ ) along with a reduction of the
difference in heights as can be seen in the height
histogram shown in (d). Since the surface of the
AlO layer consists of the domain-like features and
x
a larger r.m.s. roughness compared to a typical
sapphire substrate surface [10], we expect that the
observed domain-like features have an impact on
the nucleation and evolution of the subsequent
GaN growth.
In Fig. 8, C-AFM images taken from the surface
of the GaN buffer-layer (100 A_ thick grown at
450°C) grown on sapphire (0 0 0 1) and AlO /
x
Si(1 1 1) are represented. The lateral size of domainlike features seen on the buffer-layer grown on
AlO /Si(1 1 1) is much larger than that on sapphire.
x
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Fig. 8. AFM images obtained from the GaN buffer layer on (a) sapphire(0 0 0 1) and (b) AlO /Si(1 1 1) substrates.
x

Assuming that each domain reflects the evolution
of GaN nuclei formed during the buffer-layer
growth, we speculate that the nucleation density of
GaN on AlO /Si(1 1 1) is much lower than that on
x
sapphire. Since the lateral size scale and the density
of nuclei strongly influence optical and structural
properties of the overlayer [11], the unique nucleation observed here is likely to affect the subsequent
overlayer growth.
Finally, we believe that it is worth mentioning
a clue, obtained by comparing C-AFM images, for
the mechanism that possibly leads to the growth of
single-crystal GaN on AlO . Generally it is believed
x
that the sapphire(0 0 0 1) surface on which the GaN
buffer layer is grown has atomically smooth surface
that contains steps and the GaN buffer layer is
necessary to initiate the growth of single-crystal
GaN. Thus, we expect the domain-like features
seen in Fig. 8a to initiate the single-crystal GaN
growth. Comparing Fig. 8a with Fig. 8b and considering the essential result that single-crystal GaN
can be grown on the surface of the GaN bufferlayer on AlO (Fig. 8b), the domain-like features
x
seen in Fig. 8b may play a role that initiates the
single-crystal GaN growth on AlO , even though
x
the lateral size of a domain-like feature seen in
Fig. 8b is much larger than in Fig. 8a. Presumably,
the domain-like feature seen in Fig. 8b is most
likely to be tied to the domain-like feature seen on
AlO surface (Fig. 7b). Therefore we believe that
x

the domain-like features seen on AlO surface
x
probably play an important role to lead to singlecrystal GaN growth. Similar observation of domain-like features has also been reported for GaN
buffer layer grown on GaAs [12].
In summary, signal-crystal hexagonal GaN has
been grown on oxidized AlAs (AlO ) formed on
x
a Si(1 1 1) substrate. The surface morphology of
GaN/AlO /Si(1 1 1) is found to be very sensitive to
x
both the buffer-layer thickness and the AlO thickx
ness. C-AFM observation indicates that the AlO
x
surface appears to be composed by the domain-like
features with a significant height variation. The
domain-like feature evolves laterally upon a hightemperature annealing prior to the buffer-layer
growth, leading to smoother surfaces. The domainlike feature seen on the AlO surface may be a clue
x
for the mechanism(s) by which single crystal-GaN
grows on an AlO layer that seems to be an
x
amorphous/fine-grain phase.
This work has been supported by Office of Naval
Research and Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency.
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